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	The digital divide is an global phenomenon that negatively affects groups around the world.


	International Exploration of Technology Equity and the Digital Divide: Critical, Historical and Social Perspectives explores and presents research that centers on the historical, political, sociological, and economic factors that engender global inequities. Acquiring such insights and knowledge is an important step towards rectifying socially ingrained inequities and a necessary step in working towards global justice in meaningful ways. This book aids those researching, teaching, and studying in the area of digital equity or in the broader contexts of social and global justice.  Moreover, this reference provides valuable insights for professionals and researchers interested in examining issues of technology equity from various critical social theories.
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Accuracy and Reliability in Scientific Computing (Software, Environments, Tools)SIAM, 2005
Accuracy and Reliability in Scientific Computing can be considered a handbook for improving the quality of scientific computing. It will help computer scientists address the problems that affect software in general as well as the particular challenges of numerical computation. 

       Numerical software is used to test scientific...
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Bioinformatics Programming Using Python: Practical Programming for Biological Data (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009

	
		Powerful, flexible, and easy to use, Python is an ideal language for building software tools and applications for life science research and development. This unique book shows you how to program with Python, using code examples taken directly from bioinformatics. In a short time, you'll be using sophisticated techniques and...
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HTML5 Mastery: Semantics, Standards, and StylingFriends of Ed, 2011

	Unless you have been off on a digital-free holiday, you’ve heard a lot of chatter about HTML5. As a web
	professional, it is apparent that having an understanding of HTML5 is not only beneficial—it’s essential.
	The future of the Web has radically changed course in the last few years from XHTML to HTML5, which
	means...
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Wired for Innovation: How Information Technology is Reshaping the EconomyMIT Press, 2009
A wave of business innovation is driving the productivity resurgence in the U.S. economy. In Wired for Innovation, Erik Brynjolfsson and Adam Saunders describe how information technology directly or indirectly created this productivity explosion, reversing decades of slow growth. They argue that the companies with the highest level of...
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Power-Constrained Testing of VLSI Circuits (Frontiers in Electronic Testing)Springer, 2003

	Increased levels of chip integration combined with physical limitations of heat
	removal devices, cooling mechanisms and battery capacity, have established
	energy-efficiency as an important design objective in the implementation flow of
	modern electronic products. To meet these low energy objectives, new low
	power techniques, including...
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Applescript Language Guide (ATL)Addison Wesley, 1994
You'll find definitive coverage of the newest and most important technologies, such as QuickDraw 3D and Apple Guide. You'll also find the classic cornerstones of Macintosh development, like Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines, MacsBug Reference and Debugging Guide, and Planning and Managing AppleTalk Networks.
Care has been taken to provide...
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